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MODULE TOPICS PERIODS

I

1.1 Introduction
1.2 Automobile Tyre, components and their

Function
1.3   Raw materials used for Tyre manufacturing

18

II

2.1   Production of different tyre components
2.2   Understand the building and curing of tyres
2.3   Understand the different steps involved in the

production  of   automobile tube

20

III
3.1   Production of two wheeler and auto tyre
3.2   Re-treading materials
3.3   Cycle tyre and tube

18

IV 4.1   Trye testing
4.2   Cycle tyre testing 16

TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES

MODULE – I
1.1.0 Understand the history of the design and development of tyre and illustrate the

statistics of tyre products, major industries in India, Rubber consumption
pattern & scope

1.1.1    Summarize the history, invention and development of tyre
1.1.2 Summarize statistics relating the production, consumption and export of tyre product
1.1.3 List the major tyre and tyre products manufacturing industries in India and abroad and

their collaborators
1.2.0    Define pneumatic tyre
1.2.1   Explain the functions of pneumatic tyre
1.2.2   Understand the different components of pneumatic tyre
1.2.3   Describe the basic tyre construction
1.2.4   Distinguish between bias and radial tyre
1.2.5   Explain the tyre sizing and define aspect ratio
1.2.6   Describe the general system of indicating the dimensions
1.2.7   Describe the different tyre components and their functions with a neat sketch
1.2.8   Important tread design
1.3.0   Understand the raw materials used for tyre manufacturing
1.3.1   Describe tyre reinforcing materials, requirements for tyre cords
1.3.2   Explain the advantages and the disadvantages of cotton, rayon, polyester,

nylon,  glass,  steel and aramid fibers
1.3.3   Explain the  raw materials used in various tyre components
1.3.4   Mention the materials used for tyre reinforcement
1.3.5   Describe the auxiliary materials



MODULE-II
2.1.0   Explain the production of tyre components

2.1.1   Explain the production of bead unit ,tyre tread ,inner liner side wall
2.1.2   Design suitable compound for each tyre component based on their final

vulcanisate properties, important tread design
2.1.3   Explain the requirements of an adhesive solution for tyre cord
2.1.4   Describe the adhesive (RFL) used for nylon, polyester, and rayon
2.1.5   Explain the different steps involved in fabric processing
2.1.6   Describe the calendaring of fabric and bias cutting in to carcass plies
2.1.7   Define bias angle
2.2.0   Understand the building and curing of tyres
2.2.1   Explain the different parts of tyre building machine used for bias tyre and radial tyre
2.2.2   Define crown height
2.2.3 Explain the different steps involved in the green tyre building of bias and radial tyre
2.2.4   Compare the bias tyre building with radial tyre building
2.2.5   Explain green tyre treatment
2.2.6   Explain BOM press and Autoform press
2.2.7   Explain the curing of bias tyre and radial tyre
2.2.8   Explain PCI
2.2.9   Explain flat spotting and aquaplaning
2.2.10   Describe curing bag, bladder and diaphragm
2.2.11   Describe the functions of curing bladder
2.2.12   Design suitable formulation for curing bladder
2.2.13   Explain the properties required for curing bladder
2.2.14   Explain briefly tubeless tyres
2.3.0    Understand the different steps involved in the production of automobile tube
2.3.1   Describe the functions of inner tube
2.3.2   Design typical compound
2.3.3   Describe different steps involved in the production of automobile tube
2.3.4   Explain tube curing
2.3.5   Explain tube inspection and packaging
2.3.6   Explain the production of tyre flap

MODULE- III
3.1.0 Understand the various components and production of two wheeler, auto

tyres and solid tyres
3.1.1   Discuss various components of two wheeler tyres
3.1.2   Explain the production of scooter tyres and auto tyres
3.1.3   Compare solid tyre with pneumatic tyre
3.1.4   List the various field of application of solid tyres
3.1.5   Describe the production of solid tyre with typical formulation
3.1.6   Explain the advantages and disadvantages of solid tyres
3.2.0   Describe the process of manufacture of cycle tyre and tubes
3.2.1   Illustrate the different components of cycle tyre
3.2.2   Explain the two methods of production of cycle tyre – mono band and collapsible

drum method
3.2.3   Compare the above two methods
3.2.4   Describe the method of curing of cycle tyre
3.2.5 Explain the methods of manufacture cycle tube
3.2.6   Compare the mandrel curing method with mould curing
3.2.7   Design typical compound for cycle tyre and tube



3.3.0   Understand the process and familiarize the re-treading material
3.3.1   Explain the necessity and importance of re-treading process
3.3.2   List the available re-treading materials – conventional and pre-cured
3.3.3   Explain the process of re-treading by hot and cold processes
3.3.4   Compare hot and cold processes of re-treading
3.3.5   Identify the machinery used for re-treading operation
3.3.6   Design typical compounds for tread, cushion gum and solutions used in hot and

cold processes

MODULE –IV
4.1.0   Understand the various tyre-testing systems
4.1.1   Explain the laboratory testing of cords, compound etc.
4.1.2   Explain the laboratory testing of tyres
4.1.3   Explain the non-destructive test such as measurement of dimensions, size factor;

tread arc  width, non-skid depth and hardness
4.1.4   Explain X-ray, IR, Ultrasonic, microwave, holography, force vibration uniformity
4.1.5   Discuss the high- way test of tyres
4.1.6   Explain the destructive test on tyres like endurance test, plunger test etc.
4.1.7   Explain the cut tyre analysis
4.1.8   Explain the tube testing both destructive and nondestructive
4.2.0 Understand the important test on cycle tyre and tube
4.2.1   Explain denision bend test
4.2.2   Describe the determination of cord strength and casing strength of cycle tyre
4.2.3   Explain the tension set of cycle tyre and tube

COURSE CONTENT

MODULE - I
Introduction-History on the design and development of tyres –A survey of tyre
manufacturing  industries –Consumption pattern –statistics –in India and abroad
Automobile tyres- Introduction –pneumatic tyre and its functions – Basic tyre construction-
Tyre sizing- aspect ratio and its significance – General system for indicating tyre dimensions
– different tyre components of a tyre, its geometry-fuctions.
Raw materials used for tyre manufacturing– Tyre cords - reinforcing materials- their
advantages and disadvantages- compounding ingredients

MODULE - II
Production of tyre components–compounds formulation and production of different
component of tyre – tread, side wall, bead unit, chafer, flipper, clinch strip, inner liner -
production of carcass plies –pre-treatment of tyre cords fabric processing, calendaring, bias
cutting into plies
Tyre building machine –both bias and radial tyres building machine –building of green tyres
for bias , bias belted and radial tyres –green tyre treatment- tyre curing methods –curing
bags,bladder,diaphragms- auto form press,BOM press,PCI-advantages of PCI –typical
formulation for curing bags- brief idea of tubeless tyre.
Automobile inner tubes – function –different steps involved in the production of inner tubes
– compounding formulation-tube curing –inspection and packaging –Tyre flap



MODULE -III
Production of two wheeler and auto tyres-solid tyre- comparison with pneumatic tyre –
advantages and disadvantages.
Re-treading Materials-Introduction – necessity and importance of re-treading – pre-
operations -Conventional and pre-cured tread. Different sizes of tread – dimensions -Re-
treading process – hot and cold – machinery used for re-treading typical compounds for tread
in hot and cold process
Cycle tyre and tubes-Cycle tyre components and their production – cycle tyre building –
collapsible drum method and mono band method – curing of cycle tyre – BOM presses –
cycle tube – methods of production – mould curing and mandrel curing.  Typical formulation
for cycle tyre and tube components

MODULE - IV
Tyre testing –Non-destructive and destructive testing of tyre –high way testing
Endurance tests, plunger test-tube testing-Testing of cycle tyre and tube – cord strength,
casing strength (carcass strength), joint adhesion strength etc.
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